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Abstract— In this paper, we present the current status
and both the ongoing investigation and the continuous
improvements to the operational performance of a unique
gyrotron, which is built using a 20 T superconducting magnet and holds a world record of 10 W THz wave generation
at the highest frequency (1.08 THz) in continuous wave
(CW) operation. Additionally, it has demonstrated highpurity single-mode generation on a sequence of modes
that cover a wide range from sub-THz to THz frequencies
at both fundamental and second-harmonic resonances of
the electron cyclotron frequency. As an illustration, the
measurements of the observed radiation patterns of eight
output modes radiated from a currently used resonant
cavity with a linear up-taper are presented and compared
with the corresponding patterns simulated by scattering
matrix calculations. A new design of an optimized cavity
with a nonlinear up-taper, which improves further the mode
purity of the generated output radiation has been proposed
and is currently being implemented as a replacement of
the existing resonator. The overall operational performance
and the output characteristics of this gyrotron (called FU
CW III in accordance with the nomenclature adopted at FIR
UF Center) make it a versatile and appropriate source of
coherent CW radiation for many novel applications in the
fields of high-power THz science and technologies.
Index Terms— Cavity resonators, Electron tubes, Gyrotrons, High power microwave generation, Submillimeter
wave propagation, Submillimeter wave technology, Superconducting magnets, Terahertz radiation, Vacuum electronics.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, the advancement of the gyrotrons towards
higher frequencies and output powers is accompanied by
remarkable improvements in their operational performance
(e.g. stable CW operation during long time intervals, continuous and step-wise frequency tunability in wide bands,
possibility to modulate both the power and the frequency
of the generated radiation, etc.). Nowadays, it is generally
recognized and commonly accepted that the gyrotrons are the
most-powerful sources of coherent radiation operating in CW
regime in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging
from the sub-THz to the THz frequencies [1]–[3]. All these
advantageous features of gyrotrons have opened an avenue to
many novel and emerging applications in the high-power THz
science and technologies [4]–[6].
Since the gyrotrons operate at resonances that correspond
to the electron cyclotron frequency (which is linearly proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field in the resonant
cavity– about 28 GHz per Tesla) or its harmonics, in order
to exceed a frequency of 1 THz at a fundamental resonance
one needs a field intensity as strong as around 36 T. Such
high value is beyond the capabilities of the currently available
and affordable superconducting magnets. During the previous
decade, in order to overcome this severe limitation at FIR
UF we used a high-current pulse magnet and/or operation at
the second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. Following
such an approach we succeeded to demonstrate a breakthrough
reaching a frequency of 1 THz. The output power at the
second harmonic operation is about 10 W, and several kW
at the fundamental [7], [8]. Another breakthrough crossing of
the symbolic 1 THz threshold has been demonstrated by a
gyrotron with a 40 T pulsed magnet developed at IAP in N.
Novgorod, Russia. Their device produces coherent radiation
with a frequency of 1.022THz and an output power of 1.5 kW
(energy of 75 mJ in 50 µ sec pulses) [9].
Most of the applications, however, require long-pulse (at
least several seconds) or CW radiation. Among them are
such advanced spectroscopic methods as DNP-NMR (Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance with a signal enhancement through Dynamic Nuclear Polarization) [10]–[16], ESR (Electron Spin
Resonance) spectroscopy [17], [18], pump-and-probe technique based on XDMR (X-Ray Detected Magnetic Resonance)
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[19], precise measurement of the HFS (hyperfine splitting)
of the positronium [20]–[22], etc. The same requirement is
imposed also by many other technologies that utilize gyrotrons as sources of powerful sub-THz and THz waves,
for example, materials treatment (e.g. sintering of advanced
ceramics, development of new functional materials) [23]–
[25], biological and medical applications [26]–[28], just to
name a few. Additional features demanded by some of the
above-mentioned applications are frequency and amplitude
modulation and stabilization, as well as frequency tunability.
In order to satisfy all these essential requirements, a family of
radiation sources operating in CW regime (called Gyrotron FU
CW Series) has been developed using the experience gained
from the previous series of pulsed tubes (Gyrotron FU).
In this paper, an additional feature of the high-performance
gyrotrons, namely high mode purity of the output radiation
and its realization in FU CW III by using a new cavity with
a nonlinear up-taper is discussed. A high purity output mode
operation is essential for a highly efficient conversion of the
gyrotron cavity mode into a linearly polarized fundamental
Gaussian mode in order to secure both a transmission of the
wave beam with low losses and an efficient antenna coupling
for various applications. Measured and calculated output mode
patterns radiated from the existing cavity with a linear up-taper
and the design of the newly optimized cavity with a nonlinear
up-taper, which according to the numerical simulations improves significantly the mode purity are presented. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we outline
the design of the gyrotron FU CW III with an existing cavity
with a linear up-taper as well as the experimental setup used
for its investigation. Both the measured and the corresponding
calculated output mode patterns are discussed in Section III. In
the fourth section, the design of a new cavity with a nonlinear
up-taper optimized for the realization of broadband high-purity
output mode operation is described. The conclusions and an
outlook of the future work are presented in the final Section
V.
II. D ESIGN OF THE GYROTRON FU CW III AND THE

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view (left) and a photo (right) of the gyrotron
FU CW III: 1. Magnetron injection gun, 2. Additional gun coils, 3. Valve,
4. Connection to the vacuum system, 5. Jacket for the water cooling of
the cavity, 6. Cavity resonator, 7. Coils of the superconducting magnet,
8. Cryostat, 9. Collector, 10. Jacket for water cooling of the collector, 11.
Output window.

to the ground are varied from -5 kV to -13 kV and from -9
kV to -18 kV, respectively. The beam current can be varied
from 80 mA to 500 mA by controlling the cathode filament
current of the MIG.
Fig. 2 shows the design of the existing resonant cavity. Its
central part is a simple cylinder with two linear tapers at both
ends. The diameter and the length of the cylindrical part are
3.9 mm and 10 mm, respectively. The cutoff taper ends up as
a neck with 3 mm in diameter and then is connected to the
beam tunnel. On the other side, the exit of the cavity opens
as a linear up-taper with a length of 5 mm till ending up at
a diameter of 8 mm. The next section of the linear up-taper
(221 mm long) continues up to the circular waveguide with a
diameter of 16 mm, which is connected to the output window
made by a sapphire disk.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 1 outlines the design of the Gyrotron FU CW III, which
is built using a superconducting magnet with a maximum field
intensity of 20 T. Its solenoid consists of two inner coils
wound of NbTi wire and two outer coils made of Nb3Sn.
Both sections are fed by a common power supply and the field
intensity of 20 T is generated at the coil current of around 290
A. The additional gun coils are three room-temperature copper
solenoids.
The gyrotron tube consists of a triode magnetron injection
gun (MIG), a resonant cavity, an output transmission waveguide, a collector and a sapphire output window. The tube
is installed on the center axis of the room temperature bore
(whose diameter is 52 mm) of the super-conducting magnet.
The inside of the gyrotron tube is pumped out by a turbomolecular pump down to 4×10−6 Pa. Two high voltage power
supplies are connected to the cathode and the anode of the
MIG. The potentials of the anode and the cathode with respect

III. R ADIATION PATTERNS FROM THE EXISTING CAVITY
WITH A LINEAR UP - TAPER
As a measure of the mode purity of the output radiation,
the radiation patterns for several operating cavity modes have
been detected. They have been registered using a polymer
sheet (located 165 mm away from the output window) and
an infrared camera placed at a distance of 445 mm from the
polymer sheet. Fig. 3 shows patterns of 8 different output
modes with frequencies from 208.9 GHz to 478.6 GHz. In
the case of an ideally cylindrical output waveguide system
only intensity rings could be observed. The fact, however, that
patterns with standing intensity distribution components have
been measured indicates the presence of a departure from the
axial symmetry due to, for example, a possible misalignment
(e.g. tilt) of the output system or manufacturing errors of
its parts. Since the location and direction of the possible
tilt is not known, the corresponding patterns calculated using
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TABLE II
C ALCULATED RESONANCE FREQUENCIES , MODE PURITIES , AND
QUALITY FACTORS OF SEVERAL CAVITY MODES TE m,p RADIATED
FROM THE OPTIMIZED CAVITY WITH A NON - LINER UP - TAPER .
Mode,
(m,p)

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the cylindrical gyrotron cavity with a two-section
linear radius up-taper.

TABLE I
C ALCULATED RESONANCE FREQUENCIES , MODE PURITIES , AND
QUALITY FACTORS OF SEVERAL CAVITY MODES TE m,p RADIATED
FROM THE EXISTING CAVITY WITH A LINER UP - TAPER .
Mode,
(m,p)
1,
1,
1,
1,
0,
0,
0,
0,

3
4
5
6
2
3
4
6

Harmo- Frequnic
ency,
(GHz)
1
209.27
1
286.73
1
363.93
1
441.01
2
172.13
2
249.27
2
326.28
2
480.16

Mode
purity,
(%)
44.66
34.26
17.68
12.11
65.18
39.02
24.29
12.39

QD

QΩ

Qtot

2173
4736
8486
13770
1412
3466
6787
17384

3082
15412
17412
19195
12029
14476
16562
20091

1863
3623
5705
8018
1264
2797
4814
9320

a scattering-matrix code (which takes into account both the
mode conversion in the up-taper and the reflections at its end)
[29] have been rotated to approximately fit to the measured
ones. Of course this has not been possible for the circular
symmetric TE0n -modes (n = 2, 3, 4, 6). The simulation results for the existing cavity with two-section linear up-taper
are summarized in Table I. Near-field radiation patterns for
several operation cavity modes/frequencies calculated using a
scattering-matrix code [29] and corresponding to those in Fig.
3 are presented in Fig. 4.
It should be mentioned that the scattering matrix calculations (see Table I and Table II) provide an estimate of the purity of the operating modes with respect to the spurious modes
that appear as a result of the mode conversion in the up-taper
section of the cavity. Sometimes the experimentally measured
standing wave patterns that result from the superposition of a
co-rotating and a counter-rotating mode are used to evaluate
the mode purity of the former with respect to the latter. In
this case the mode purity, which is defined differently, namely
as µ = Pr /(Pr + Pcr ) ( Pr and Pcr being the powers of
the rotating and counter-rotating modes, respectively) can be
√
√
calculated by the relation, µ = 1/[1 + (1 − ρ)2 /(1 + ρ)2 ],
where ρ is the standing wave ratio ρ = Imax /Imin [30].
The maximum and the minimum values of the intensity Imax
and Imin are measured in an azimuthal direction along the
outer ring of the standing pattern. This method, however, is
applicable only to high resolution intensity data registered
using for example an array of pyroelectric detectors as in
[30], [31]. Due to the nonlinear response and the saturation of

1, 6
4, 5
5, 5
2, 7
3, 8
8, 7
5, 9
1, 11
4, 10
5, 10
10, 9
6, 11
4, 12
10, 10

Harmo- Frequnic
ency,
(GHz)
1
440.98
1
469.86
1
503.60
1
554.88
2
668.35
2
762.42
2
816.99
2
825.81
2
859.03
2
894.67
2
987.89
2
1007.66
2
1013.65
2
1067.06

Mode
purity,
(%)
99.44
99.91
99.93
99.94
99.90
99.85
99.65
99.64
99.88
99.68
99.64
99.60
99.40
99.40

QD

QΩ

Qtot

9345
10968
13121
16895
28255
41475
51082
51617
59591
66794
93646
100134
104164
121872

19195
19011
19361
21430
23417
23647
25619
26325
26524
26912
27050
28487
28919
28375

6285
6955
7821
9447
12805
15061
17062
17546
18354
19183
20988
22178
22523
23016

Fig. 3. Near-field radiation patterns of several operating cavity modes
registered on a polymer sheet by an infrared camera. The distance
between the output window and the polymer sheet is 165 mm, and
between the latter and the IR camera 445 mm.

the intensity detected at the polymer sheet by an IR camera,
the patterns presented in Fig. 3 are not suitable for such
a treatment. A similar problem has been encountered in a
previous study, where patterns burned on a sheet of paper have
indicated distortions originating from the transformation of the
symmetrical modes into non symmetrical modes of the output
taper [32]. That is why in this study, we confined ourselves
only to a qualitative analysis of the experimentally registered
standing-wave patterns. Nonetheless, despite its limitations,
this analysis shows convincingly that the currently used cavity
with a linear up-taper needs a further optimization in order to
achieve a higher mode purity operation.
IV. D ESIGN OF A NEW CAVITY WITH A NONLINEAR
UP - TAPER AND CALCULATED RADIATION PATTERNS FOR
SEVERAL CAVITY MODES
The possibility of minimizing the transformation of the
operating mode into spurious modes by optimizing the profile
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Fig. 4.
Near-field radiation patterns for several operating cavity
modes/frequencies calculated using a scattering-matrix code (corresponding to Fig. 3).

Fig. 5.
Design sheet of a new cavity with a non-linear up-taper
waveguide. Cavity radius 1.95 mm, cavity length (straight section) 10
mm, overall length (cavity and up-taper) 175.58 mm.

of the output waveguide has been demonstrated in a number
of studies [33]–[35]. A powerful technique for such optimization involves an iterative process on each step of which the
properties of the nonlinear taper are analyzed using dedicated
scattering matrix codes [36]–[38].
The design sheet in Fig. 5 presents both the configuration and the dimensions of the new gyrotron cavity with
a nonlinear up-taper, which is optimized for a high-purity
operation. The simulation results for several second harmonic
and fundamental modes excited at a rather high magnetic field
are summarized in Table II. One can see that the calculated
mode purity exceeds 99 % (i.e. one has almost absolute mode
purity) for each of the considered cavity modes. This means
that the new design of the cavity will improve significantly the
operational performance of the present CW THz frequencytunable gyrotron and thus make it an ideal radiation source
for many applications in the area of high-power THz science
and technologies.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND AN OUTLOOK
The Gyrotron FU CW III is a unique source of coherent
radiation in a wide range spanning from sub-THz to THz
frequencies. Moreover, it has demonstrated a 10 W CW
operation at the highest frequency of 1.08 THz using a superconducting magnet with a maximum field intensity of 20 T.
To the best of our knowledge, FU CW III is the only gyrotron
in the world built on the basis of such a magnet. Additionally,
many other modes have been excited at the fundamental and
second harmonic resonances in CW and long-pulse operation.
As a result, a step-tunability has been achieved in wide bands,
namely from 164.3 GHz to 480.2 GHz at the fundamental
resonances and from 356.7 GHz to 1.05 THz in the case of a
second-harmonic operation, respectively. The output power has
been measured calorimetrically (by the temperature increase of
a water load) and ranges from 10 W at the highest frequency to
several hundred watt at the fundamental operations and several
tens watt at the second harmonic operations, respectively.
Since the accuracy of such measurements during both CW
and long pulse operation (several hundred milliseconds) is low,
they have been repeated many times and therefore the average
typical values are reported.
In order to evaluate the mode purity, the radiation patterns
produced by eight cavity modes have been measured and
analyzed. The experimental results indicate that a severe mode
conversion takes place in the linear up-taper, which leads to
the observed deterioration of the mode purity.
Aiming at an improvement of the mode purity an optimized
resonant cavity with a non-linear up-taper has been designed
and manufactured. The numerical experiments carried out
using a scattering-matrix computer code have shown that in
the new cavity the mode conversion is reduced drastically and
mode purity better than 99 % may be achieved.
Since the gyrotron tube FU CW III is of demountable type,
we plan to replace the existing resonator by the new cavity
with a non-linear up-taper. The preparation for an experimental
investigation of the presented computer-aided design of the
optimized cavity is in progress now.
We believe that the expected improvement of the modepurity together with the other already realized advantageous
features of this gyrotron (for example, step-wise and continuous frequency tunability, high stability of the operation
in long pulse and CW regimes, modulation of the frequency
and the output power) will provide a remarkable operational
performance that is demanded by many novel and prospective
applications.
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